Abstract. The main purpose of this work is to obtain an analogue to a theorem of L. C. Young on the behavior of the nonparametric surface area of continuous functions. The analogue is for L1 functions of generalized bounded variation. By considering arbitrary Borel vector measures and kernels other than the area kernel, results concerning the weak behavior of measures induced by a class of sublinear functionals are obtained.
0. Introduction. The classes BVC and ACC of continuous functions over the open unit cube Q in Rm have been extended to the classes BV and AC of Lx functions by use of the existence of certain types of distribution derivatives. Namely, if the distribution derivative is given by a finite Borel vector measure, the function is of bounded variation. If in fact the derivative is given by a function (i.e., the measure is absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure) the function is absolutely continuous. A natural question then becomes: Which properties do these wider classes share with the continuous classes?
Here we consider a theorem concerning the behavior of the continuous, nonparametric surface area of surfaces in BVC given by L. G Young, [6] , in 1944; and develop an analogue behavior in the class BV for the generalized surface area as in [6] .
In the classic area formula for ACC(R2) functions, if the partial derivatives are replaced with difference quotients, a formula results which can be applied to any function in BVC:
The question then becomes: How does Aaß approximate the area? Is the area limtt p^nAaßl L. C. Young shows the answer is no, and gives necessary and sufficient conditions for the answer to be yes. (Compare with Saks [1, p. 182] .) His condition is that there must be a Borel partition of Q into two sets Ax and A2 so that off A¡ the function is absolutely continuous in the variable *,-for almost all fixed values of the other variables.
For the generalized class AC there is a similar area formula
where (ax, a2) is the distribution derivative measure of/and daj dL is the general derivative [1, p. 106] of a¡ with respect to Lebesgue measure L. Following Young, we want to replace the derivatives with "difference quotients" for these derivatives and find necessary and sufficient conditions for the limit to be the area when applied to a function known only to be in the class BV.
A precise statement of the result is Theorem 6 in §5 of the paper and requires a lot of development of notation. However the necessary and sufficient condition simply stated is a direct analogue of Young's condition.
The area will be given as the limit if and only if the cube Q can be partitioned into sets Ax,... ,Am so that off A¡ the ith component of the distribution derivative measure is absolutely continuous.
By considering arbitrary Borel vector measures and kernels other than the area kernel, the results of §1 through 5 are results concerning the weak behavior of measures induced from vector measures by a class of sublinear functionals.
1. The integral average of a measure. In this section we make precise the idea of "difference quotient" for a measure by introducing an averaging process for measures which is an analogue to taking the integral average of a function.
For notational convenience we introduce the following definitions and conventions.
(1) L will always denote Lebesgue measure. 2. The 5"-variation of a measure. Given a vector measure b~ = (a1,..., a") in X"=1M and a sublinear functional 9" on R", Goffman and Serrin [4] obtain a scalar measure ?Tcr in much the same manner as the total variation is defined. We shall state the basic definitions and list three useful theorems from [4] as lemmas.
(6) Definition. 5: R" -» R is a type-A functional on R" if it satisfies:
(a) $(x +y)< 5(*) + STOO- (***) lim sup 7, < j* 5 ° ij| (*) ¿L.
Letting/-» oo and noting that ^}'a¡(Ej) ->0 (**) and (***) give Part I. Part II (lim sup > formula). Only the case n = 3 will be shown, the general case being the same.
Let hk = (l/k, l/k, l/k). Given an integer m and e > 0, there exist integers/i,/2 and/3, kx, k2, and k3 so that m <jx <j2 <j3, m < kx < k2 < k3and
To establish this recall that we know that /S1" k[o¡, l/k¡] dL converges weakly to 5V,. Whence on the open sets Ep we have
There is an integer k¡(EJ) so that k > k¡ implies that
• There is an integer/3 > j2 for which L(EjJ} is sufficiently small to ensure that The existence of such a sequence {k*) establishes Part II.
4. The necessary and sufficient conditions. For 9" G @.*(R") we can now establish necessary and sufficient conditions for lim ^ [5, n] to exist and give 5a. We first give an easy condition on 5; and then, restricting our attention to the Euclidean norm, obtain a deeper condition on the measure a. 
